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Oh my gosh! You already know that London-based sampling dons Prime Loops constantly deliver top

notch material, but this dubstep sample pack is simply off the scale. Send your needle straight into the

red and get completely crushed by the biggest, heaviest, wobbliest dubstep basslines ever produced!

This is that official infamous wobble bass sound that everyones talking about. Are you ready to destroy

car stereos and flatten every club to the ground? Then this ones for you! What's that lying on the floor?

It's Nero, Skream, Benga, Bar9, Caspa, Modeselektor, Jack Beats and Noisia, who all fell over when they

heard your tracks! With over 120 precision-cut bass loops running from 110-142bpm, in all major and

minor keys, you've got some serious ammunition to invade all those guys' space. Just inject these

maxed-out bass sounds over your latest rhythms and you're good to go. Lets go! Simply drag and drop

the files into your productions and get involved! Slice up a whole heavyweight wobble symphony by

combining and redesigning the riffs, go mental with the filters and add some truly original dubstep flavours

at world-class professional quality. As you have come to expect with Prime Loops, all the sounds in "Big

Phat Wobble Bass" come with our solid 100 royalty-free guarantee. This enables you to release your

tunes whenever and wherever you want, without having to worry about any sample clearances or pricey

licenses. Whether you produce Dubstep, Drum n Bass, Electro, House, IDM, or other, these wobblers will

give any music style a super-dose of phatness This is the .wav edition. You can find this release in a

large number of other Special Formats on our website including: Ableton Live Pack (181mb) Acid Loops

(214mb) Akai MPC (272mb) Apple Loops (214mb) FL Studio (214mb) Garageband (214mb) Reason

Refill (229mb) Rex2 Loops (117mb) Roland Fantom X (214mb) Roland MC909 (214mb) Roland MV8000

(214mb) Roland MV8800 (214mb) Stylus RMX Loops (117mb) WAV + REX2 (331mb)
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